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By an implication for database dependencies we mean an expression H ⇒ F , where H is a con-
junction of dependencies and F a single dependency. Fixing a class of such implications, a solution
of the (ﬁnite) implication problem consists in an algorithmic procedure deciding for every implica-
tion in the class whether or not it holds in all (ﬁnite) databases (in which it is to be interpreted). In
[3] this problem was studied for dependencies which are functional (fd) or embedded multivalued
(emvd). As pointed out by Luc Segouﬁn, what was really shown is the following.
Theorem 1. The implication problem and the ﬁnite implication problem for implicationsH ⇒ F , where
F is an emvd and H a conjunction of emvds and fds, are unsolvable.
The claimed extension to emvds, alone, relied on an elimination of fds from the problem which
was attributed to Beeri and Vardi [1, Lemma 4]. However, this reference does not supply the elimi-
nation claimed in Theorem 16 of [3]. On the other hand, the arguments given in [3] do not provide a
proof—those for Lemma 18 are vacuous. Both facts have been observed by Luc Segouﬁn. The pur-
pose of this Corrigendum is to provide a proof for this elimination and so for the result stated in [3]:
Theorem 2. The implication problem and the ﬁnite implication problem for emvds are unsolvable.
The proof of Theorem 2will be self contained but relying on Theorem l and onTheorem 4, below,
which recalls the result of Beeri and Vardi [2], crucial for the elimination of fds.
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A, B, C will be variables to denote pairwise distinct attributes (also the singleton sets), X , Y
variables for sets of attributes and XY = X ∪ Y . We refer to the relational database model with a
single relation I over a ﬁnite universe U of attributes (cf. Beeri and Vardi [2]). As such, we call a
U -database. By convention,U will always denote a ﬁnite set so that it makes sense to considerU the
attribute set of a database. Given t ∈ I and X ⊆ U we denote by t[X ] the restriction of t to X . Fds
and emvds are written in the form X → Y and [X , Y ], respectively. If X , Y ⊆ U , then [X , Y ] holds in
I if and only if for all t1, t2 ∈ I such that t1[X ∩ Y ] = t2[X ∩ Y ] there is t ∈ I such that t[X ] = t1[X ]
and t[Y ] = t2[Y ]. By a U -dependency, respectively, implication we mean one with all attributes in
U . A U -mvd is an emvd [X , Y ] such that XY = U .
For conjunctions H and G of dependencies in the attribute set U we say that H U -implies G if G
holds in all U -databases in which H holds.
Given U# ⊇ U , we say that a U -implication H ⇒ F is U − U#-similar to the U# implication
H# ⇒ F provided that H ⇒ F holds in all U -databases if and only if H# ⇒ F holds in all U#-
databases and provided that the same takes place for ﬁnite databases. The following result relies
heavily on Beeri and Vardi [2] and has been known to them, yet we were not able to ﬁnd an explicit
reference.
Theorem 3. With each U -implication H ⇒ F , where F is an emvd and H a conjunction of fds and
emvds, one can effectively associate U# ⊇ U and a U − U#-similar U#-implication H# ⇒ F , where
H# is a conjunction of emvds.
Actually, U# will depend on U , only, and H# will arise from H replacing the fds by conjunctions
of U#-mvds.
Proof of Theorem 2. Any decision procedure for the emvd implication problem could be convert-
ed into one solving the problem referred to in Theorem 1. Indeed, given an emvd F and conjunction
H of emvds and fds, choose U to comprise all attributes in H ⇒ F , form U# and H# according to
Theorem 3, and apply the decision procedure. 
It remains to prove Theorem 3. In [2], Beeri and Vardi associate with an fd B → A over the uni-
verseU the conjunction (B → 4)∗U of two total tuple generating dependencies (ttgds). LetC1, . . . ,Cm
be a listing of U − AB with no repetitions. Choose pairwise distinct variables for values: ai, bi, cij
for i = 0, 1, 2 and j = 1, . . . ,m. Let the two ttgds be given by Table 1. The ﬁrst tuple stands for the
conclusion, the others for the premise.
By deﬁnition, the ﬁrst ttgd is valid in a relation I over U if the statement described in Table 2 is
valid for each map h from the set of variables in the set of values of I . Similarly, for the second ttgd.
Table 1
Translating an fd into ttgds
A B C1 . . . Cm A B C1 . . . Cm
a0 b1 c21 . . . c2m a1 b1 c21 . . . c2m
a0 b0 c01 . . . c0m a0 b0 c01 . . . c0m
a1 b0 c11 . . . c1m a1 b0 c11 . . . c1m
a1 b1 c21 . . . c2m a0 b1 c21 . . . c2m
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Table 2
Semantics of ttgds
(h(a0), h(b0), h(c01), . . . , h(c0m)) ∈ I
And (h(a1), h(b0), h(c11), . . . , h(c1m)) ∈ I
And (h(a1), h(b1), h(c21), . . . , h(c2m)) ∈ I
Jointly imply (h(a0), h(b1), h(c21), . . . , h(c2m)) ∈ I
Given a conjunction H of U -dependencies, let H ∗U denote the conjunction arising from H if each
fd B → A is replaced by (B → A)∗U . As a special case of Theorem 7 in Beeri and Vardi [2], one
obtains the following.
Theorem 4. Let F be an emvd and H a conjunction of emvds and fds of the form B → A. Assume that
H ⇒ F is a U -implication. Then H ⇒ F is U − U -similar to H ∗U ⇒ F .
The idea of proof is now as follows. In Lemma 17 of [3] it was shown that fds can be replaced
by mvds if one uses a second copy of the attribute set. The equivalence of an attribute A and its
copy Aˆ can, of course, be captured by the fds A → Aˆ and Aˆ → A. In the context of similarity, the
latter can be replaced by ttgds according to Theorem 4. Moreover, the fds imply the ttgds. The key
is to interpolate such implications with mvds. In order to do so, we use a third copy of U . A similar
technique is used in the coordinatization of lattices and relation algebras and in commutator theory
of algebraic structures.
The following auxiliary deﬁnitions and results are formulated for all U -databases and pairwise
distinct A,B,C ∈ U . We write
A ↔ B := A → B ∧ B → A
A ↔ B ↔ C := A ↔ B ∧ A ↔ C ∧ B ↔ C
and consider the following conjunctions U (A,B,C) of U -mvds:
[ACD,AB] ∧ [BCD,AB] ∧ [BCD,AC] where D = U − ABC.
Lemma 5. A ↔ B ↔ CU -implies U (A,B,C).
Proof. A → B implies [AB,ACD]. Indeed, if t1[A] = t2[A], then let t = t2. Then remaining cases
follow by symmetry. 
Lemma 6. U (A,B,C) U -implies (A → B)∗U , (A → B)∗U , (B → A)∗U , (A → C)∗U , (C → A)∗U ,
(B → C)∗U , and (C → B)∗U .
Proof of (B → A)∗U by the tuple generating chases in Table 3. D stands for U − ABC , the di
for corresponding parts of tuples. We name the mvds used and the tuples involved, ﬁrst the
one which is kept except changing the value of a single attribute. The remaining cases follow by
symmetry. 
Preparing for the proof of Theorem 3, ﬁx a countably inﬁnite set U∞ (think of its members as
possible original attributes). Let Uˆ∞ and U˜∞ be disjoint copies of U∞ (providing the copy attri-
butes) and A → Aˆ and A → A˜ bijections from U∞ onto Uˆ∞ and U˜∞, respectively. For U ⊆ U∞ let
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Table 3
Tuple generating chases
A B C D
1 a0 b0 c0 d0
2 a1 b0 c1 d1
3 a1 b1 c2 d2
4 a1 b0 c2 d2 3,2, [ACD, AB]
5 a0 b0 c2 d2 4,1, [BCD, AB]
a0 b1 c2 d2 3,5, [BCD, AC]
A B C D
1 a0 b0 c0 d0
2 a1 b0 c1 d1
3 a0 b1 c2 d2
4 a0 b0 c2 d2 3,1, [ACD, AB]
5 a1 b0 c2 d2 4,2, [BCD, AB]
a1 b1 c2 d2 5,3, [BCD, AC]
Uˆ and U˜ denote the images under these maps and U ′ = U ∪ Uˆ ∪ U˜ . Let IU be the conjunction of
all A ↔ Aˆ ↔ A˜, A ∈ U . For an fd X → A, let (X → A)′U be deﬁned as the U ′-mvd [U ′ − A,XA].
Lemma 7. Let F be an emvd and H a conjunction of emvds and fds of the form X → A with A not in X .
Assume that H ⇒ F is a U -implication and let H ′ arise from H by replacing X → A with (X → A)′U
and adding the conjunct IU . Then H ⇒ F and H ′ ⇒ F are U − U ′-similar.
This is basically Lemma 17 in [3]. Proof. The dependencies X → A and (X → A)′U are equivalent
for all U ′-databases which satisfy IU . Namely, consider a U ′-model J ′ of IU and [U ′ − A,XA] and
t, u ∈ J ′ such that t[X ] = u[X ]. By the mvd one has w ∈ J ′ such that
w[XA] = u[XA], w[U ′ − A] = t[U ′ − A].
In particular, w(A) = u(A) and w(Aˆ) = t(Aˆ), whence w(A) = t(A) by IU and t(A) = u(A). The con-
verse (that the fd implies the mvd) is trivial.
Now, given a U -model J of H , choose the domains for the new attributes such that for each
A ∈ U there are bijections
A : DOM(A) → DOM(Aˆ),  A : DOM(A) → DOM(Aˆ)
and deﬁne the U ′ database J ′ to consist of all t such that
t[U ] ∈ J , t(Aˆ) = A(t(A)), t(A˜) =  A(t(A)) for all A ∈ U.
Then J ′ is a model of H ′. Conversely, from a U ′-model J ′ of H ′ pass to J just by restricting J ′ to
U to obtain a model of H . In both directions, the status of the emvd F remains unchanged. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. We may assume that the fds in H are of the form X → A with A not in
X, omitting the trivial ones. Form U ′ and H ′ according to Lemma 7. Let U# = U ′ and H# be the
conjunction of emvds which arises fromH ′ replacing A ↔ Aˆ ↔ A˜ by U ′(A, Aˆ, A˜). In view of Lemma
7 it sufﬁces to show that H ′ ⇒ F and H# ⇒ F are U ′ − U ′-similar.
Now, applyingLemma5 to the attribute setU ′, we have thatH ′U ′-impliesH#.Hence,H# ⇒ FU ′-
implies H ′ ⇒ F . In particular, if H# ⇒ F holds for all (ﬁnite) U ′-databases, then so does H ′ ⇒ F .
To prove the converse, assume there is a U ′-model J# of H# which is not a model of F . Since
H# arises from H ′∗U ′ , replacing (A ↔ Aˆ ↔ A˜)∗U ′ , with U ′(A, Aˆ, A˜), from Lemma 6 we have that
H#U ′-implies H ′∗U ′ . It follows that J# is also a model of H ′
∗
U ′ . Now, by Theorem 4 there is a
U ′-model J ′ of H ′ which is not a model of F . And J ′ can be chosen ﬁnite if J# is ﬁnite. 
The authormust thank Luc Segouﬁn andMoshe Vardi for pointing out the error and for support
in the repair effort.
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